
 

Wild suburbia—more mammals than
expected live near people
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A deer is caught on camera during a citizen science project that monitored wild
animals in the suburbs. Credit: Arielle Parsons

It's a jungle out there in the suburbs, where many wild mammals are
thriving near humans. That's the conclusion of a large-scale study using
camera trap images from hundreds of citizen scientists in Washington,
D.C., and Raleigh, North Carolina. 
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The study contradicts assumptions that developed areas have fewer
mammals and less variety in mammal species, says lead author Arielle
Parsons, researcher with the North Carolina Museum of Natural
Sciences and Ph.D. student at North Carolina State University.

"We found there wasn't a significant difference in mammal populations
between the suburban areas and the wild areas in terms of how many
species used them and the intensity with which they used those areas,
which was very surprising to us," Parsons says. "That would seem to
indicate that the impact of suburban areas in particular is less dire for
many mammals than we previously thought and that perhaps there is a
certain level of adaptation of mammals to humans."

Researchers worked with citizen scientists to monitor wildlife with
camera traps placed at more than 1,400 locations along a continuum of
development based on population density: wild, rural, exurban, suburban
or urban sites. Their analysis included areas with large forests, small
forest fragments, open areas and residential yards.

Backyard wildlife watchers often catch glimpses of what Parsons calls
the "usual suspects" that showed up in images from the study: deer,
raccoons, gray squirrels, opossums and the occasional fox. But the
cameras also captured some surprising species.

"Although coyotes seem to prefer rural areas, they seem to be slowly
infiltrating more populated regions, and we did detect them in suburban
areas in Raleigh and Washington, D.C.," Parsons says. "The really
surprising find was bobcats in suburban Durham, North Carolina, and to
a lesser extent in Raleigh.

"And in Washington, D.C., we actually did have some bears, not in
suburban areas, but in the next level up, which is what we call exurban –
between suburban and rural in terms of housing density."
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Parsons is quick to add that while the study shows the adaptability of
some mammal species, there are caveats.

"The region we looked at has lost the largest predator species because of
human activity and urbanization, which is something we need to
remember," she says. "This study shows the importance of conservation
of green areas for habitat. We know that there are sensitive mammal
species out there, rare species that just wouldn't have the ability to adapt
or persist if we took away those protected areas."

Outside of the mammal world, research shows less adaptability.

"If we talk about plants, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish, many
studies have shown that urbanization has very negative impact on
abundance and diversity," Parsons says. "Mammals seem to be one of
the best at dealing with humans on the landscape, at least when protected
from hunting."

The research harnesses the power of large-scale citizen science to reveal
animals' hidden lives, says co-author Roland Kays, biologist with NC
State University and the N.C. Museum of Natural Sciences.

"People often talk about the animals they see in their back yards, but this
is the first time we've had the camera trap's perspective to really
compare wild to suburban sites, including the nocturnal animals most
people don't see." 

  More information: Arielle Waldstein Parsons et al. Mammal
communities are larger and more diverse in moderately developed areas, 
eLife (2018). DOI: 10.7554/eLife.38012
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